Couture
Collection
by KOHLER

®

High fashion is the inspiration behind the
Couture Collection, an ensemble of new
faucet ranges from KOHLER® that will anoint
your bathroom with a touch of panache.
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Composed™

“Art is the elimination of
the unnecessary.”
Pablo Picasso

A Harmonious Balance
of Material and Form
Composed™ is a design stripped of the non-essential and embodies
simplicity. Clean, classic, quietly confident, it exemplifies refinement among
KOHLER® products as it forms an original composition that is unique yet
comfortably familiar.
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Single-Handle Faucets
The handle designs favor a minimalist aesthetic for timeless beauty. The Pure Handle
offers a wisp of whimsy and surprise, while the Lever Handle offers design simplicity with
a surprisingly delicate touch. The elegant Joystick makes a distinct visual statement.

Pure Handle

Lever Handle

Joystick Handle

Height Flexibility
Available in three heights, the single-handle faucet provides
versatility and choice.

273.89 mm
193.04 mm
121.16 mm

Standard
4

Tall

Tower

Composed™

K-73158IN-4-CP Composed™ single-handle bathroom sink faucet with joystick handle
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K-73078T-4-CP Composed™ bath faucet trim with handshower

Bathtub Fillers
Versatility extends to the bathtub fillers, opt for a Floor mount or a
Deck mount with a selection of handle designs.
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Composed™

Showering
The Composed™ valve trim strikes a balance between simplicity and style.
It coordinates with a wide range of KOHLER® showerheads to complete
the look of the bathroom.

K-73100IN-4-CP Composed™ recessed bath & shower trim
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Beitou™

The Nature
of Tranquility
The Beitou™ faucet collection strikes
a balance of architectural form and
stunning display of nature. The result
is a peaceful interplay of invention
and appeal that speaks to the quiet
moments of sanctuary.

Inspiration
The calming movement of water lies at the heart of
the Beitou™ faucet. The effortless flow of the design
mimics the natural cascade of the water over the
length of the spout and into the sink. Seen in this light,
the faucet becomes a stage for water delivery whose
shape and sound resembles a serene river.
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Water Celebrated
The versatile Beitou™ faucet comes in three configurations to match your designs.

Bathroom Sink Faucet
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Tall Bathroom Sink Faucet

Wall-Mount Bathroom
Sink Faucet

Beitou™

K-72830T-CP wall-mount showerhead

Motion of Water
The Beitou™ wall-mount showerhead includes three water experiences: Cascade, Rain and Laminar.

Cascade

Rain

Laminar

LED Light Options
Pale Orange
Warm White
Blue Sky
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Avid™

Purposeful
Design
Avid™ is the inspired result of our design
team’s exploration of a single design
imperative: bring emotional connection
and sensitivity to minimalist design without
slipping into embellishment or cliché.

The Sensuous
Side of Simple
Evolving from a minimalist design ethos, the Avid™ bathroom
collection marries the art of simplicity with dynamic sensibility.
Slender arcs, smooth planes, arresting angles – each detail is
designed to draw attention. Avid™ brings clarity and comfort to
the modern interiors.
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Versatile Range
From single-handle and widespread faucets to wall-mount models, the Avid™ bathroom
faucet collection offers a complete range of options.

Single-Handle

Widespread

Wall-Mount

Height Flexibility
Full line of bathroom sink faucet sizes to allow for flexibility in
bathroom design.
Single-Handle Bathroom Sink Faucets

266.88 mm
206.88 mm

92.24 mm

Tower
14

Tall

Standard

Avid™

“Design dissolving
into behaviour”
Naoto Fukasawa
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K-97487IN-4-CP Avid™ recessed valve trim with diverter

Showering Solutions
Avid™ showering components convey the same sensuous simplicity of the
faucet design, from bath/shower columns to valve trim.
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Avid™

Better Bathing
The Avid™ collection features a wide array of line-matched bath
faucets to complement today’s modern bathing environments.
Choose from deck and wall-mount faucets as well as floor-mount
faucet and handshower configurations – perfect for contemporary
freestanding baths.

K-97367T-4-CP floor-mount bath faucet with handshower, includes all components
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Loure

®

A new
perspective
to Modern
Geometric composition in interior
architecture lies behind the design intent
of Loure . It enhances the experience of
luxury bathrooms described by linearity
and surface.
®

Inspiration
The design language is established by folding a sheet of water to take it from
source to destination. Its form is linear, planar and almost two dimensional.
Water clad in metal, seemingly laser-cut and formed from a single sheet. Its
width is defined by the intended function; the water stream it provides is an
extension of the spout itself.
In its precision, Loure gains a subtly decorative tone. Highlights formed at its
crisp edges create a distinctive silhouette. Yet it remains resolute in its straight,
linear intent.
®
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A New Angle on Modern
Combining a sleek profile with enhanced
utility, the Loure® faucet collection
introduces a classically modern look.
Loure® offers a sensual flow of water with
precise temperature and volume control
through innovative valving platforms. The
faucet collection includes lavatory faucets,
bath and shower trims.
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Loure

®

“The real voyage of discovery consists
not in seeking new landscapes, but in
having new eyes.”
Marcel Proust
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Single-Handle Bathroom Sink Faucet Collection

Single-handle bathroom sink
faucet with pure handle
K-73050IN-7

Tall single-handle bathroom
sink faucet with pure handle
K-73159IN-7

Tower single-handle bathroom Wall-mount single-handle
bathroom sink faucet with
sink faucet with pure handle
pure handle
K-73054T-7
K-73061IN-4ND

Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucets

Single-handle bathroom sink
faucet with joystick handle
K-73158IN-4

Tall single-handle
bathroom sink faucet
with joystick handle
K-73053IN-4

Tower single-handle
bathroom sink faucet
with joystick handle
K-73057T-4

Widespread bathroom sink
faucet with lever handles
K-73060T-4

Widespread bathroom sink
faucet with cross handles
K-73060T-3

Single-handle bathroom
sink faucet with lever handle
K-73167T-4

Tall single-handle bathroom
sink faucet with lever handle
K-73168T-4

Tower single-handle bathroom
sink faucet with lever handle
K-73170T-4

Wall-mount bathroom sink
faucet with lever handles
K-73067T-4

Wall-mount bathroom sink
faucet with cross handles
K-73067T-3

Finish Options:

Polished Chrome
(CP)
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Few of the SKUs shown in the brochure are order to sell and are ordered exclusively upon order. The lead time for these
products is 3 months, T&C apply. Please contact your sales representative for more information.

Composed™ Bathroom Faucet Collection

Bath faucet trim with
handshower
K-73078T-4

Deck-mount bath faucet
trim with lever handles
K-73081T-4

Deck-mount bath faucet
trim with cross handles
K-73081T-3

Deck-mount handshower
and diverter
K-73085T-9

Floor-mount bath faucet
with handshower
K-73087T-4

Thermostatic bath/shower
column, includes all
components
K-73111T-7

Showering Components

Exposed single-handle
shower faucet with
handshower, includes all
components
K-73091T-4

Exposed single-handle
bath/shower faucet with
handshower, includes all
components
K-73095T-4

Exposed two-handle shower
faucet with wall handshower,
includes all components
K-73164T-7

Exposed two-handle
bath/shower faucet with
handshower, includes all
components
K-73110T-7

Recessed valve trim for
40 mm valve
K-73098T-4

Recessed valve trim with
diverter for 40 mm valve
K-73100IN-4

Recessed valve trim
for Modulo™ valve
K-73101T-4

Recessed valve trim with
diverter for Modulo™ valve
K-73108T-4

Few of the SKUs shown in the brochure are order to sell and are ordered exclusively upon order. The lead time for these products is 3
months, T&C apply. Please contact your sales representative for more information.
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Beitou™ Bathroom Faucet Collection

Single-bandle bathroom
sink faucet
K-99856IN-4-CP

Single-handle tall bathroom
sink faucet
K-99858IN-4-CP

Single-handle wall-mount
bathroom sink faucet
K-99876IN-4ND-CP

Deck-mount bath faucet
K-99874T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
2-way trim
K-99865T-9-CP
Recessed thermostatic
2-way valve set
K-99869T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
3-way trim
K-99866T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
4-way trim
K-99867T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
5-way trim
K-99868T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
3-way valve set
K-99870T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
4-way valve set
K-99871T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic
5-way valve set
K-99872T-9-CP

Wall-mount showerhead
K-72830T-CP

Finish Options:

Polished Chrome
(CP)
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Few of the SKUs shown in the brochure are order to sell and are ordered exclusively upon order. The lead time for these
products is 3 months, T&C apply. Please contact your sales representative for more information.

Avid™ Bathroom Faucet Collection

Single-handle bathroom sink
faucet
K-97345IN-4

Exposed single-handle
shower faucet with
handshower, includes all
components
K-97368T-4

18" towel bar
K-97494T

Tall single-handle bathroom
sink faucet
K-97347IN-4

Exposed single-handle
bath/shower faucet with
handshower, includes all
components
K-97369T-9

24" towel bar
K-97495T

Tower single-handle bathroom Widespread bathroom sink
sink faucet
faucet
K-97348T-4
K-97352T-4

Wall-mount single-handle
bathroom sink faucet trim
K-97358IN-4ND

Exposed two-handle shower
faucet with handshower,
includes all components
K-97384T-9

Exposed two-handle
bath/shower faucet with
handshower, includes all
components
K-97386T-9

Thermostatic bath/shower
column, includes all
components
K-97389T-9

24" double towel bar
K-97496T

24" hotelier
K-97497T

Towel ring
K-97498T

Finish Options:

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Vibrant™ Titanium
(T T)

Few of the SKUs shown in the brochure are order to sell and are ordered exclusively upon order. The lead time for
these products is 3 months, T&C apply. Please contact your sales representative for more information.
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Avid™ Bathroom Faucet Collection

Wall-mount two-handle
bathroom sink faucet trim
K-97359T-4

Deck-mount bath faucet trim
with handshower
K-97360T-4

Deck-mount bath faucet trim
K-97363T-4

Deck-mount diverter
and handshower
K-97364T-9

Recessed valve trim for
40 mm valve
K-97488T-4

Recessed valve trim with
diverter for 40 mm valve
K-97487IN-4

Recessed valve trim for
Modulo™ valve
K-97365T-4

Recessed valve trim with
diverter for Modulo™ valve
K-97366T-4

Robe hook
K-97499T

Double robe hook
K-97500T

Vertical toilet tissue holder
K-97502T

Covered toilet tissue holder
K-97503T

Few of the SKUs shown in the brochure are order to sell and are ordered exclusively upon order. The lead time for these
products is 3 months, T&C apply. Please contact your sales representative for more information.
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Floor-mount bath faucet
with handshower, includes all
components
K-97367T-4

Loure® Bathroom Faucet Collection

Single control lav faucet
K-97907IN-4-CP

Single control tall lav faucet
K-97908IN-4-CP

Single control lav faucet
10319IN-4-CP

Loure bath spout
K-14676T-CP

Recessed shower trim,
40mm
14683IN-4-CP

Recessed bath & shower trim,
40mm
14682IN-4-CP

Single control tall lav faucet
14660IN-4-CP

Wall-mount lav faucet
14602IN-4-CP

Finish Options:

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Few of the SKUs shown in the brochure are order to sell and are ordered exclusively upon order. The lead time for these products is 3
months, T&C apply. Please contact your sales representative for more information.
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